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The Shatin to Central Link Gazetted
The Shatin to Central Link (SCL) was gazetted under the Railways Ordinance on
26 November 2010, which marked the commencement of statutory consultation
for the project.
The SCL, a strategic railway line that traverses multiple districts in Hong Kong,
comprises two sections, namely the Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section and the Hung
Hom to Admiralty Section. The SCL will link up several existing railway lines to form
two strategic railway corridors, namely the “East West Corridor” and the “North
South Corridor”. The SCL will help relieve congestion currently experienced on
certain railway lines and provide more convenient services to commuters. It can
also act as a catalyst for the redevelopment of older districts and increase the value
of properties along the railway.
Construction of the SCL is expected to start in 2012. The Tai Wai to Hung Hom
Section is expected to be completed in 2018, while the Hung Hom to Admiralty
Section, being having to interface with other infrastructure projects including
Wan Chai Development Phase II and Central-Wan Chai Bypass, is expected to be
completed in 2020.
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Programme
Commencement of preliminary design
and public consultation

Year 2008

Detailed design and site investigation

In progress

Gazettal under Railways Ordinance

26 Nov 2010

Commencement of construction

Year 2012

SCL Completion
(Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section)

Year 2018

SCL Completion
(Hung Hom to Admiralty Section)

Year 2020*

* The Hung Hom to Admiralty Section will have to interface with other infrastructure
projects, including Wan Chai Development Phase II and Central-Wan Chai Bypass, and
is expected to be completed in 2020.
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Key Information
The project comprises two parts:
Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section: It will extend the existing Ma On Shan Line from Tai Wai
to the West Rail Line via East Kowloon to form the “East West Corridor”.
Hung Hom to Admiralty Section: It will extend the existing East Rail Line from Hung Hom
across the harbour to Wan Chai North and Admiralty to form the “North South Corridor”.

Route
Length

Total length of 17 km
Tai Wai to Hung Hom Section: 11 km
Hung Hom to Admiralty Section: 6 km

Stations

Tai Wai, Hin Keng, Diamond Hill, Kai Tak, To Kwa Wan,
Ma Tau Wai, Ho Man Tin, Hung Hom, Exhibition, Admiralty

Train
Frequency

In line with existing MTR service

Fares

In line with existing MTR fare structure

Number
of cars

East West Corridor: 8 cars
North South Corridor: 9 cars

Benefits
SCL will extend the railway network to Kowloon
City, a district which is not yet served by the MTR.
It will provide direct and convenient interchange
arrangements to facilitate quick access to every
corner of the territory. Ho Man Tin Station, an
underground station located at the site of the
former Valley Road Estate, will be the interchange
station for the Kwun Tong Line Extension and SCL.
Commuters heading to and from Hong Kong Island,
Kowloon and the New Territories will be able to
change trains at this station.
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Alignment of SCL Kowloon City Section
The planning and design of a mass transit system is closely related
to community development. The original alignment of the Kowloon
City section of SCL (along To Kwa Wan Road) was proposed in the
late 1990’s in response to the South-East Kowloon Development
(SEKD) plan, which features a large area of reclamation at Kai Tak.
Plans for the reclamation was shelved following revision of the Kai
Tak Development Outline Zoning Plan, which was authorised in 2007,
and the railway’s alignment was also revised to reflect the change and
better serve the district’s population centre to maximise the benefits of
the railway network.

To Kwa Wan Station
To Kwa Wan Station will be located to the east of
Ma Tau Chung Road, near Olympic Avenue. It will
have 4 entrances offering convenient access to the
railway line for To Kwa Wan and Kowloon City
residents as well as the Kai Tak New Development
Area.

Legends

To Kwa Wan Station will have 2 pedestrian subways
connecting Pak Tai Street and Nam Kok Road. The
subway at Nam Kok Road will have two sets of
entrances providing access to locations on Prince
Edward Road West and Nga Tsin Wai Road.

The MTR Corporation has carried out territory-wide public consultations
since the government gave its approval for the further planning and
design of SCL in March 2008. After in-depth study and in response to
local planning trends and the views of local residents, the alignment
of the Kowloon City section was changed to run along Ma Tau Chung
Road and Ma Tau Wai Road instead.

Machine Bored Tunnel
Cut-and-cover Tunnel
Existing Pedestrian Subway
Proposed Pedestrian Subway
Proposed Pedestrian Subway
connecting to the Existing
Subway in the future

Photomontage of proposed pedestrian
subway to Pak Tai Street

The feasibility of different alignment options was also reviewed in
response to the concerns of local stakeholders, such as running the
line along Kowloon City Road, Pau Chung Street, Tam Kung Road,
Ha Heung Road and Lun Cheung Street. These options, however, are
not feasible due to constraints imposed by building foundations, the
existing East Kowloon Corridor and Kai Tak Tunnel.

Proposed Emergency Access
Proposed Ventilation Shaft
Proposed Passenger Lift
Proposed Station Entrance

The revised alignment is at the centre of the existing and future
population catchment and will serve more residents in To Kwa Wan,
Kowloon City and Kai Tak New Development Area. It is therefore
better placed to meet the community’s transport needs and will also
be a catalyst for the revitalisation of older areas.

Station Entrances and other railway
facilities

Legends

The Kowloon City Section of SCL will have three stations, namely Kai
Tak, To Kwa Wan and Ma Tau Wai Stations. The MTR Corporation has
actively involved the local community and residents in the design of station
entrances and related facilities. Through a series of public consultations,
the Corporation has gathered a lot of views which have contributed to an
improvement in station connectivity and the relevant railway provisions.

Drill-and-blast Tunnel
Machine Bored Tunnel
Cut-and-cover Tunnel
Mining Tunnel
Temporary Works Area

Photomontage of proposed pedestrian subway to Nam Kok Road

Ma Tau Wai Station

Works Site

Ma Tau Wai Station will be located at Ma
Tau Wai Road, between Chi Kiang Street
and Lok Shan Road. The 4 proposed
entrances will be located at Kiang Su
Street, Lok Shan Road near Maidstone
Road, Lok Shan Road Playground and Ma
Tau Wai Road/To Kwa Wan Road Garden
respectively.
To minimise the impact of railway facilities
on the local community, the ventilation
shaft originally proposed for Pau Chung
Street/Lok Shan Road will instead be built
at the To Kwa Wan Complex playground,
which is oriented away from SKH Good
Shepherd Primary School. It will have a
minimal footprint and its design will be
integrated with that of the surrounding
environment.

Construction methods
The Kowloon City section of SCL will run along Ma Tau Chung Road and Ma Tau Wai Road. The
tunnel between To Kwa Wan Station and Ma Tau Wai Station will be excavated by a tunnel boring
machine in order to minimise the project’s impact on adjacent buildings. The stations will be
constructed by cut-and-cover method.

Kai Tak Station
Legends
Machine Bored Tunnel
Proposed Emergency Access

Kai Tak Station will be located within the Kai Tak
New Development Area. It will have 3 entrances,
to facilitate access to the multi-purpose
stadium and other facilities in the Kai Tak New
Development Area.

The tunnel between Shansi Street and Ho Man Tin Station will be excavated using the drill-andblast method as it is located deep in rock. The blasting will be carried out within an enclosed
environment to keep vibration and noise from the works to a minimum. The Corporation has over
30 years of successful experience in using the drill and blast method, which is proven not to affect
the integrity of neighbouring structures.

Proposed Ventilation Shaft
Proposed Passenger Lift

Legends

Proposed Station Entrance

Machine Bored Tunnel
Cut-and-cover Tunnel
Proposed Emergency Access
Proposed Ventilation Shaft
Proposed Passenger Lift

Photomontage of ventilation shaft located near
To Kwa Wan Market and Government Offices

Proposed Station Entrance

Photomontage of Kai Tak Station

Prior to the commencement of construction, surveys will be carried out to record the conditions of
buildings along the alignment. Monitoring points will also be set up to monitor any possible impact
SCL’s construction may have on adjacent buildings, to ensure the works are carried out safely and
in full compliance with the design and relevant statutory requirements.

Land/Underground Strata Resumption
The SCL traverses many districts across the territory, some of which are among the most densely
developed urban areas. It is inevitable the railway line will pass under some private lots. In
designing the SCL alignment, every effort was made to minimise the need for land resumption.
The current proposed alignment will only involve the resumption of the underground strata of
certain buildings in Kowloon City, along Chatham Road North; no private building will be resumed.

Temporary works areas & works sites in Kowloon City District
During the construction period, some open space in the district will be used as temporary works areas for storing construction machinery and materials.
These areas will be reinstated upon the completion of the SCL.

Kai Tak Barging Point and Concrete Batching Plant
In the project’s preliminary design, the setting up of a works area in the Kai Tak New Development Area was proposed to accommodate a rock crushing
plant and a concrete batching plant as well as for temporary storage of the excavated rock. To address the community’s concerns over the facilities as well
as the need to match the Kai Tak Development Programme, the proposed works area has been reduced to just 1 hectare by deleting the rock crushing
plant and stockpiling area from the design.

Legends
Drill-and-blast Tunnel
Machine Bored Tunnel
Cut-and-cover Tunnel
Mining Tunnel
Temporary Works Area
(Original scheme)
Temporary Works Area
Works Site
Concrete Batching Plant
(Revised scheme)
Barging Point
(Revised scheme)

To minimise the project’s impact on road traffic in the area, a barging point will
be set up at the runway of the former Kai Tak Airport, which is far away from the
Residential area, so that excavation materials can be directly transferred to the
barging point for removal to designated dumping sites by sea or for use as temporary
reclamations on other construction projects.

Leisure and recreational areas to be
affected in the district
As Kowloon City is a densely populated district, it is difficult to identify areas
that are suitable as temporary works sites. The leisure space at Ma Tau Wai
Road/Sheung Heung Road, and Ma Tau Wai Road/Ma Hang Chung Road
Rest Garden have been proposed as works sites due to their proximity to the
proposed station. The Ma Tau Wai Road/To Kwa Wan Road Garden, Lok Shan
Road Playground, To Kwa Wan Complex Playground, leisure spaces of the Sung
Wong Toi Playground, Olympic Garden as well as Shansi Street Temporary Car
Park will be taken up to facilitate construction of railway facilities such as a
pedestrian subway and ventilation shafts, etc. These leisure and recreational
areas will be temporarily closed and reinstated upon the completion of the SCL.
Some space in the Ma Tau Wai Road/To Kwa Wan Road Garden, To Kwa Wan
Complex Playground and Lok Shan Road Playground will be permanently taken
up by the ventilation shafts, station entrances and railway facilities.
An emergency access will be constructed at the Ma Tau Wai Road/Tam Kung
Road leisure space to facilitate the evacuation of passengers from the tunnel to
the surface, and also for fireman’s access in case of emergency.

Temporary Traffic Management Scheme
The cut-and-cover method will be used to construct the Ma Tau Wai
Station. Temporary traffic arrangements involving the closure of some
traffic lanes at different stages of the project will be implemented.
Site Liaison Group (SLG) which comprises representatives of the
Corporation and relevant government departments will coordinate
the construction works and temporary traffic management to
minimise the project’s impact on traffic in the affected areas.
The pedestrian subway connecting To Kwa Wan Station and Nam Kok
Road will also be constructed by cut-and-cover method. Temporary
traffic arrangements will be implemented at the roundabout near
Olympic Garden. During the construction period, the existing subways
at Olympic Garden connecting Argyle Street Park Playground,
Katherine Building and Nam Kok Road with nearby facilities on
Olympic Avenue will be temporarily closed in stages. Temporary
pedestrian links and facilities will be provided.
The Corporation has appointed consultants to carefully assess the
project’s potential impact on traffic in the area and propose mitigation
measures.

Environmental Protection
Carrying out construction work in a densely populated district like Kowloon City will inevitably cause
inconvenience and impact to the local community.

• The Corporation will ensure the design, construction • The construction of the Kowloon City
and operation of the SCL will comply with all relevant
section will not affect any trees listed on
statutory requirements on environmental protection.
the Register of Old and Valuable Trees,
It will also implement all necessary measures to
but will affect some common species
minimise the project’s impact on the public and the
found in the district. Replacement trees
environment. Independent consultants have been
will be planted at suitable locations.
appointed to carefully assess the potential impact
• SCL will run in tunnel under the Longjin
arising from construction and operation of the new
Bridge Extension (Former Kowloon City
railway line on the environment, for example, on
Pier). To ensure the bridge’s structure
water quality, tree, noise pollution and dust, etc; and
remains intact, that section of tunnel
recommend mitigation measures in accordance with
will be constructed by mining instead
the Environmental Impact Assessment Ordinance.
of cut-and-cover method.
The Environment Impact Assessment Report is
expected to be completed and will be available for
public inspection in mid-2011.

Public Consultation
The main purpose of railway infrastructure is to serve the general public. Public engagement is
crucial for further refinement of a railway’s detailed design.
We would like to express our gratitude to the local community for relaying their views to us during
the public consultation for the SCL since 2008. Apart from consulting Kowloon City District
Council and relevant committees, community consultation activities that include territory-wide
roving exhibitions and public forums were held. We have also proactively organised numerous
activities to introduce the relevant local communities and residents to the railway scheme.
These activities include school talks,
youth engagement programmes,
student briefings and visits to railway
facilities.
Leaflets, brochures, digests and
newsletters were published to collect
public opinion on the scheme. During the consultation, the general public, concern groups
and professional groups expressed their support for the early commencement of the SCL
project. Some local stakeholders also expressed their views on the preliminary design of the
railway such as its alignment, station connectivity, the location of station entrances, ventilation
shafts and works sites, etc.

Reply Slip
The SCL Kowloon City Section Newsletter may also be sent to you by email. If you wish to receive an electronic version, please fill in the following
reply slip:
Name:

Email address:

Please return the completed reply slip to Corporate Relations Department, MTR Corporation by fax or by mail, and specify “Shatin to Central
Link Kowloon City Section Newsletter”.
Postal address: Corporate Relations Department, MTR Headquarters Building, Telford Plaza, 33 Wai Yip Street, Kowloon Bay

Fax: 2795 9991

If you do not wish to receive our SCL newsletters, please mail or fax your address to the Corporate Relations Department, MTR Corporation, and specify
“No Shatin to Central Link Newsletter”.

For more details on the SCL, please visit:
www.mtr-shatincentrallink.hk
MTR Projects
Hotline

2993-3333

For gazette details of the Shatin to Central Link, please visit:
HKSAR Government Gazette Website www.gld.gov.hk/egazette
Highways Department Website www.hyd.gov.hk/eng/major/road/rail/scl/index.htm

Office Hours

Monday – Friday:

8:30am to 6:00pm

Saturday:

8:30am to 1:00pm

